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Director's Statement 

byJAMESL.ENYEART 

TO SAY OF A WORK OF ART that the end result is the 
only fair basis for judgement in terms of its success or 
failure is as immutable a truth as is the fact that there is 
often too much biography mixed up with writing 
about art itself. We as audience ( writers, historians, the 
public, artists themselves) arc the reason that such 
forms of writing tend to dominate our concern and 
discussion of the arts. It is not that we wish to deny the 
truth of the situation, as much as that we crave to 
experience the process. It would seem that if we can 
share in the life and thoughts that brought the work of 
art into being, then we might know the work itself. We 
abhor the possibility that we might not understand a 
work of art. We are victims of our own insecurity, yet 
we are the primary link between a work of art and any 
meaningful reason for its existence. Our fallibility 
- our humanity- is our justification for treating works 
of art in a less than totally selfless manner through our 
writing. When one chooses to reproduce a work of art, 
as with this publication, such a choice is an a priori 
judgement of appreciation for that work of art. T herefore, 
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any accompanying text satisfies needs and desires other 
than aesthetic appreciation. 

In this issue of The Archive, Terence Pitts, curator and 
librarian of the Center, has selected for publication a 
portfolio of images by Paul Anderson from a collection 
of over 400 photographs. He has also written an essay 
that explores the personal and professional conflicts of 
the artist who was a central figure in the controversial 
Pictorialist movement in America. Published concur
rently with this issue of The Archive is a guide to the 
Paul Anderson Collection that illustrates all of his prints 
housed at the Center and a lengthy bibliography of 
writings by and about him. Mr. Pitts has also curated an 
exhibition of Paul Anderson's work shown from May 
22 to July 14, 1983, in conjunction with the work of a 
West Coast Pictorialist from the same period, William 
Mortensen. 

We are deeply grateful to Mrs. Raymond C. Collins, 
the daughter of Paul Anderson, for the gift of the 
majority of his photographs and books housed at the 
Center. 



SC'/f-Porrmit, ca. 1914 
Platinum print, 20.2 x 15.2 cm 
80:170:078 



Paul Lewis Anderson: A Life in Photography 

by TERENCE R. PITTS 

THAT HE WAS A "VOICE CRYING IN THE WILDER
NESS;'1 Paul Anderson knew very well. In the 1940s, 
after a long career as a photographer, writer, and teacher, 
during which the relevance of his brand of pictorialism 
had become increasingly questioned and even ridiculed, 
Anderson continued to campaign in the pages of American 
Photography and other magazines for the same pictorial 
principles that he had been espousing for thirty years, 
even though he had been vilified for his opinions on 
modern artists ("deliberate charlatans and honest self
deceivers"2) and for his strongly worded diatribes against 
the "cults"3 of modern photography, principally the 
cult of the sharply focused image typified by the work 
of Edward Weston. 

All of his life, whether he liked it or not, Anderson's 
photographs remained in the shadow of his writings. 
His quiet, lyrical photographs of the landscape and his 
domestic images of his family were too sentimental and 
formulaic for the aggressive modernism of this century. 
And his proud refusal to adapt his work to the new 
styles of the times only -won him more scorn. His 
obituary in the New York Times, September 17, 1956, 
referred to him principally as "the author of several 
photographic books'.'4 

In recent years there has been a rediscovery of 
Anderson's writings and, to a lesser extent, his photo
graphs. Most of this has been the result of the growing 
interest in the printing processes that he used and 
advocated: platinum, palladium, gum printing, and 
photogravure. Photographers have found his books 
and articles on these technical matters to be clearly 
written and eminently usable. 
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The inclusion of Anderson's photographs in the recent 
traveling exhibition Cubism and American Photography, 
1910-1930, curated by John Pultz and Catherine B. 
Sea lien, is the first serious recognition given to Anderson's 
photographs since his death, even though only two of 
his images from the teens were used. Admittedly, Ander
son was not a major artist, yet he occupied a unique 
role in American photography between the two world 
wars. Anderson was one of the most visible proponents 
of pictorialism, and his voluminous output of articles 
and books constitutes one of the most systematic attempts 
to provide a philosophical and art historical foundation 
for pictorial aesthetics. He was a major force in the drive 
to integrate art (and photography, in particular) into 
the mainstream of middle class life and values. 

Paul Lewis Anderson was born October 8, 1880, in 
Trenton, New Jersey. He graduated from Lehigh Uni
versity in 1901 with a degree in electrical engineering, a 
field that he pursued until 1910. In 1907, Anderson saw 
copies of Alfred Stieglitz's Camera Work magazine. He 
was so impressed with what he saw there that he took 
up photography and by 1909 had pictures published in 
Harper's and American Photography, winning a five-dollar 
prize in one of the latter's monthly contests. A year 
later he quit his job with the New York telephone 
company and opened a portrait studio in his hometown, 
East Orange, New Jersey. 

For Anderson, Camera Work and the photographs by 
the members of the Photo-Secession set the standard by 
which all photographs should be judged . Years later, 
looking through the gravure plates from Camera Work, 
Anderson wrote: 



In each case the pictorial composition is as nearly 
100% perfect as is possible in an imperfect world; 
there is no loose acceptance of what is nearly right; 
for a Photo-Secessionist the picture had to be just 
right or it might as well not exist.5 

And although he never indicated any liking for Stieglitz's 
own photographs, Anderson credited him with being 
largely responsible for "an astonishing development of 
knowledge and interest among all classes as to the 
possibilities of the camera as a medium of artistic 
expression'.'6 

Many of Anderson's photographs from these early 
years hold their own when compared with the images 
published in Camera Work, but Anderson was never 
published there. Instead, he became part of a different 
photography scene in New York City and a different 
magazine, namely the group of photographers associ
ated with Edward R. Dickson's magazine Platinum Print. 
Without being overtly antagonistic toward Stieglitz 
and his circle, Platinwn Print was attempting to carry 
on the pictorialist tradition after Stieglitz's discovery of 
European modernism and the decline of the Photo
Secession. Whether by accident or design, the first 
number of Platinum Print came out in October 1913, 
only months after the Special Number of Camera Work 
devoted to avant-garde works of Cezanne, Van Gogh, 
Picasso, and Picabia. By contrast, in its eleven issues 
(1913-1917), Platinum Print contained articles on sym
bolism, Chinese art, Japanese prints and gardens, and 
other subjects of interest to pictorialists, demonstrating 
an editorial policy that was somewhat retardataire. 

One of Anderson's first published articles, "The Pho
tographic Representation of Motion;'7 appeared in the 
first issue of Platinum Print, and within a year he had his 
name on the magazine's masthead as "Associate;' along 
with Karl Struss, Clarence White, and several others. 
In this article, Anderson discussed the discrepancy 
between our perception of movement and what is 
revealed by the camera in experiments such as those 
conducted by Eadweard Muybridge. Taking a stance 
that would remain unchanged throughout his lifetime, 
Anderson allowed that the scientific use of the camera 
could be useful as a method of informing the artist, but 
he insisted that the artist's ability to synthesize and alter 
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nature was not only valid but necessary if the photo
graph was to attain the stature of art. 

Pictorial Landscape-Photography, Anderson's first book, 
was published in 1914. T his brief work, written "to 
point out a method of approaching the cultivation of 
artistic vision;•s discussed composition, subject matter, 
the merits of various printing methods, the use of 
color, and art history. Illustrated with fourteen of his 
own landscape photographs, Pictorial Landscape
Photography was Anderson's attempt to construct a 
photographic aesthetic and to find an appropriate philo
sophical vocabulary for it. In this book, Anderson 
rejected the idea that photography's importance resided 
simply in pictorial effects; the production of effects was, 
for him, an empty enterprise. Instead, Anderson believed 
that art was concerned with "abstract emotions;' and 
he suggested that the value of a work of art depended 
"on the skill with which the artist has caused others to 
feel the emotions which he wanted to express'.'9 For 
example: 

The sentiments which may be aroused by a landscape
photograph are numerous,joy, horror, sadness, calm, 
peace, and others being expressible by pure landscape, 
whereas the introduction of figures or of some sug
gestion of life affords the possibility to express still 
more, such as sympathy or love, though here we 
begin to approach the realm of genre. It seems to be 
generally the case that the deeper emotions are the 

. 
10 quieter ones ... 

Anderson justified the central role that emotions 
played in his theory through reference to the then 
popular concept of racial memory. He found himself 
"forced to conclude" that both pleasurable memories 
and fears "are the results of atavistic memories, persist
ing in the race through hundreds of thousands of years'.'11 

And, he continued, "since the mind operates largely 
through association, it will be seen that a picture which 
brings to mind - whether the conscious mind or not- a 
memory of any sort, will arouse some emotion corres
ponding to the image called up'.'12 Naturally, he reasoned, 
memories and emotions arn best aroused by the generic 
rather than the specific: hence his preference for mys
tery and suggestion over narrative and genre. 



Some aid must be given [ the viewer], of course, or a 
blank sheet of paper would be the finest picture 
possible; but, other things being equal, the picture 
which leaves the most unsaid is the best.13 

Pictorial Landscape-Photography, taken together with 
two other articles written in 1914 -"Where Are We to 
Get Our Pictorialists?" and "The Development of Pic
torial Photography in the United States During the 
Past Quarter Century"- constitute a fairly complete 
view of Anderson's early aesthetic philosophy, a mar
riage of nineteenth century idealism and middle class 
moralism. The foundation of this philosophy shifted 
little during Anderson's lifetime: all worthy art must 
strive toward the eternal ideal of Beauty, a concept that 
Anderson never fully explained, in part because he 
believed it was indefinable and in part because he assumed 
that most people knew what he was referring to. 
Furthermore, the road to Beauty was paved with educa
tional and moral values, making the effort not only 
noble but an integral element of progress as well. He 
agreed with "one of the greatest educators of the country" 
that photography was "the most powerful educational 
force in the world at the present time'.'14 Pictorial pho
tography was: 

opening the eyes of the average individual to the 
beauties of art-making it an everyday affair instead 
of the privilege of the exceptionally favored ones 
-and arousing an interest in natural beauty, together 
with a sensitiveness to design and to values which 
cannot fail to aid in the intellectual and moral prog
ress of the race. 15 

Anderson repeatedly acknowledged one man as his 
mentor: Henry Rankin Poore (1859-1940). Poore, a 
resident of neighboring Orange, New Jersey, had been 
a professor at the Pennsylvania Academy of Art since 
1892 and was the author of several books on art. His 
major work, published in 1903 and into its tenth edition 
by 1915, was Pictorial Composition and the Critical judge
ment of Pictures. Poore not only devoted a chapter in it 
to "The Place of Photography in Fine Art;' but he 
freely intermingled reproductions of photographs by 
various pictorialists with the illustrations of paintings 
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by old masters and nineteenth century artists likeJean
Leon Gerome, James Abbott McNeill Whistler, and 
William Merritt Chase. 

Although Anderson occasionally borrowed outright 
from Poore, it would be more accurate to say that the 
two men were philosophical cousins. Anderson heart
ily agreed with Poore's stress on the primacy of 
composition. More than once Anderson said that a true 
test of a picture was to hold it upside down to see if the 
composition was still strong. Poore's book is laden 
with "tests" that can be applied to pictures, with 
"principles" and "postulates" to be followed, and with 
"perfections" to be achieved. Anderson approached art 
with the scientist's tendency to quantify every clement; 
and, it was this habit of reducing art to the empirical 
that infuriated his critics at the same time that it won 
him a sizeable general audience. 

This emphasis on composition stems directly from 
the traditional methods of instruction that had been 
used for more than a century in art academies and 
studios. (Although Anderson was self-taught, Poore 
was trained in the true academic manner in Paris.) The 
increasing vogue for art instruction books such as those 
by Poore and Anderson was the result of the growing 
popularity of and accessibility to the arts for the middle 
classes, who had growing leisure time but, because of 
jobs, distance from major cities, or both, had to take 
most of their art instruction at home. In addition to 
recommending the emulation of classical works of art 
( usually known only through reproduction), Ander
son and Poore distilled for their aspiring readers what 
they thought to be the common characteristics of these 
classics. Inevitably, in spite of occasional disclaimers 
that there were intangibles that could not be communi
cated through books, the general public tended to use 
them as aesthetic cook-books. 

In keeping with his belief in the educational function 
of art and in the possibilities that photography in partic
ular seemed to offer for the democratization of the art 
experience, Anderson began a new undertaking in the 
summer of 1914: teaching. He joined Clarence White 
( who had just turned his New York studio over to Karl 
Struss) in Five Islands, Maine, where White was giving 
summer photographic workshops. Then, in October, 
White and Anderson brought the Clarence White School 
of Photography to New York City for the first time, 



adding Max Weber to the faculty. "The technical dem
onstrations by Mr. Paul L. Anderson;' read a notice in 
the Platinum Print, "are intended to instruct the student 
in the chemistry of photography and the laws which 
govern lenses and their employment'.' 16 

Anderson followed the same teaching schedule in 
1915, and then in 1916 he formed a short-lived partner
ship with White that resulted in the moving of the 
summer school to Canaan, Connecticut. In the fall of 
that year he also taught at the Brooklyn Institute of 
Arts and Sciences. In his spare moments Anderson 
wrote the text of his second book, Pictorial Photography: 

Its Principles and Practice, which was published in 1917. 17 

Here, Anderson described at length and with great 
clarity "the general principles of the various methods 
which will be found most useful to the person who 
wishes to express artistic impulses by means of the 
camera'.'18 He covered the camera, lenses, films, devel
oping processes, the manipulation of negatives, and 
printing, devoting a third of the book to this last topic. 

Even though the book is almost entirely technical, it 
is thoroughly imbued with Anderson's pictorial philos
ophy. For example, silver printing is relegated to a 
small section in the chapter on enlarging, while his 
discussion of printing with platinum, gum, oil, bromoil, 
carbon, and photogravure takes up more than 120 
pages. At the end of the book, Anderson appended a 
five-page "Conclusion;' which refines some of the ideas 
on aesthetics originally expressed in Pictorial Landscape
Photography The shortness of the conclusion forced 
Anderson to forego his tendency to elaborate, and 
hence, it is his most condensed and revealing piece of 
writing. 

In it Anderson likened a picture to a human being, 
since both strive to obtain a balance of three elements. 
The human being tries to find an equilibrium among 
mind, body, and spirit; Anderson made a one-to-one 
correspondence between these elements and a picture's 
composition, technique, and expressive impulse. The 
function of this analogy, which Anderson made several 
times in his writings, is especially complex. On a mecha
nistic level it gave him a tangible image with which to 
convey his holistic theory of art (sensuosity, expressivity, 
and intellectuality). Simultaneously, on a moral level, 
this analogy let him lash out at the popular notion of 
"artistic temperament;' namely, the traditional profile 
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of the artist as an anti-social rebel, which extended 
from the romantics of the early nineteenth century 
through the decadents of the fin-de-siecle to the 
bohemians of Anderson's day. Because such artists were 
clearly out of equilibrium (they lacked the requisite 
spiritual motive), their works would be deficient in the 
corresponding element, expressive impulse, and were 
destined to "have only an ephemeral value, however 
pleasing they may be esthetically'.'19 Anderson wanted 
to assure his readers that: 

In general it will be found that artists of the first rank 
do not possess the "artistic temperament;' but in the 
affairs of daily life conduct themselves quite as well 
as those individuals whose work is not of an artistic 
nature.20 

Anderson's commitment to art education and the 
popularization of pictorial photography were in con
stant conflict with his oftstated belief that genius was 
required for the production of art of the highest order. 
But nowhere is his ambivalence more apparent than in 
the "Conclusion;' where he tried not to discourage 
those apparently lacking in genius. In addition to hint
ing that one never knows when or where submerged 
genius might suddenly surface when "fostered by proper 
educational means;,zi Anderson outlined what he thought 
was a positive role for the amateur artist. Since "the 
finest works of art can appeal only to those who are 
prepared to understand them;'22 the artist who lacks 
genius can produce "works which will be helpful to 
many persons to whom the highest productions would 
be of no value whatever'.'23 In this fashion, the progress 
of the race toward an ever higher level of artistic pro
duction and understanding was assured, and the ama
teur artist was offered the partial satisfaction of being a 
steppingstone on the way toward the eventual apprecia
tion of true genius. 

From 1917 to 1919, Anderson took over Karl Struss's 
studio in New York City while Struss was in the war. 
He was also working on his next book. In 1919, Ander
son published an aesthetic companion to the technical 
Pictorial Photography. The Fine Art of Photography, an 
idiosyncratic, often exasperating work, was Anderson's 
attempt to "point out the underlying principles of art 
insofar as they can be applied to photography'.'24 Even 



though he stated in the "Foreword" that "an artistic 
impulse, being purely of the mind and dealing with 
intangible things, cannot be reduced to a formula;'25 

the book is full of compositional diagrams, axioms, dos 
and don'ts, and other "requirements'.' In fact, what 
becomes particularly evident in The Fine Art of Photog
raphy is Anderson's unshakable belief that these rules 
and formulas were not man-made rules and formulas 
but eternal, unalterable facts. For Anderson, the princi
ples of composition were· as tangible and natural as 
lakes and trees. 

For the most part, The Fine Art of Photography is an 
extension of his aesthetic writings of the previous few 
years. Anderson stressed the preeminence of progress as 
the "one fundamental and unfailing law upon which 
the life of this world (and probably that of other worlds 
as well) is based;'26 and he elaborated on his belief that 
pictorial photography is basically an intellectual art (as 
opposed to an emotional one), inferior only to architec
ture. The book was favorably reviewed in several journals, 
including The Nation, but it now seems dated. Anderson's 
strength as a writer on aesthetics was mainly in his 
powers of observation; he was frequently an astute 
observer of pictures and of his personal reactions to 
them, but the philosophical conclusions that he draws 
are less than satisfactory. His inquiries into the relation
ship between the physiology of the eye, the psychol
ogy of perception, and the physical nature of art objects 
(texture, color, image scale, value, etc.) was an admira
ble and sometimes rather adventurous undertaking. 
Unfortunately, he was often incapable of distinguish
ing his insights from his prejudices, his empirical discov
eries from other people's wrong-headed notions. What 
he would call a racial or uni versa! characteristic ( the 
psychological reaction to a particular curve, for example), 
was often nothing more than a convention derived 
from nineteenth century academic theories of art. 

At about the same time that The Fine Art of Photogra
phy was published, Anderson gave up teaching. His last 
summer session with the Clarence White School of 
Photography was 1918, which was probably also his 
last year with the winter school in New York. During 
the early twenties, his photographs and articles appeared 
in only two sources, both o(which were annuals with a 
strongly conservative policy: Photogra111s of the Year and 
The A111erica11 A111111al of Photography. 
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In 1925, Anderson partly dropped out of the photog
raphy scene; for ten years his output of published arti
cles was slight. Instead, he turned to the writing of 
fiction. In 1927, he published the first of nine novels 
for young adults. Most were historical novels situated 
in ancient times, although the first one, The Cub Arrives, 
is about a boy's adventures in a New Jersey boarding 
school. They all share a strong sense of morals and 
values, a not-unexpected theme since Anderson had 
two young adults of his own during those years. His 
novels, like his photographic books, received good 
reviews. 

In 1933, Anderson reemerged as a regular writer for 
American Photography and The Camera, "proud to be 
'old-fashioned"' and ready to wage war on the "misbe
gotten abortions" of all modern styles of photography.27 

He seemed compelled to retell the history of the Photo
Secession and its successor, the Pictorial Photographers 
of America, in an article published in 1935. He wrote of 
looking at hand-sensitized platinum prints, which "brings 
a choking feeling to the throat of anyone who has a 
sensitiveness to pure beaury;'28 and then he recalled the 
invasion of modernist, cubist, and futurist painters and 
their works: 

blobby green females reclining on purple grass; 
magenta oceans and blue sunlight; paintings by 
children -and imbecile children at that; paintings 
of such a nature that only the maker could tell what 
they represented, and he had forgotten; pictures of 
the nightmares of delirium tremens; and pictures 
representing nothing that ever existed in the heavens 
above, the earth beneath, or the waters under the 
earth.29 

Out of all of this, Anderson continued, grew up a "cult 
which maintained that an idea was not necessary to a 
picture, but that any natural object, beautifully photo
graphed, was artistically satisfactory'.'30 Reading this, 
one suddenly realizes what an unbridgeable crevass 
separated Anderson (and pictorialism in general) from 
the proponents of modern art. Anderson's complaint 
that modern art contained no ideas was, for example, 
mirrored by the modern artist's complaint that pictori
alism was lacking in ideas. But what Anderson meant 
by the word "ideas" was not what someone like Edward 



Weston meant when he used the very same word. In 
truth, the linguistic, aesthetic, and moral crevass between 
Anderson and modernism was a significant generation 
gap, and neither side seemed capable of understanding 
the other. Anderson was fifty-five in 1935, and the 
world had changed radically in his lifetime. The First 
World War, the Great Depression, the Russian Revolu
tion, Einstein's theories, the rise of the Nazi party in 
Germany, and many other crucial events had altered 
the world's social and economic structure at all levels. 
But Anderson, on the other hand, was rooted in the 
world as it was before the First World War and was 
proud of his refusal to change, sure that the world had 
gone off on the wrong course somehow. 

His intention to give the readers of the thirties "Some 
Pictorial History" seems symbolic of his willingness to 
educate the new generation (and the straying members 
of his own generation), starting with the basics. But at 
the same time, it is apparent that Anderson had changed 
in some ways during the past ten years. He had grown 
more antagonistic and almost bitter toward the propo
nents of more modern styles of photography, suggest
ing that the battle was for more than just aesthetics. 
And indeed, he had reversed himself on a number of 
points in his philosophy. The idea of history as progress 
had turned sour; instead, Anderson believed that as 
civilizations age "the robust and vigorous style" of 
earlier centuries was eroded by gimmickry and flashy 
effects. For Anderson the reasons that this was happen
ing in America were clear: 

The Eastman Kodak Company; the mechanization 
of industry; the movies; the increased use of photog
raphy in advertising; Germany; indolence; the after
math of the Great War; and the spiritual decadence 
of the American people.32 

The situation seemed so bad to Anderson that he drew 
a comparison with "Rome during the latter days of the 
Republic, a condition so terrible, so disastrous, that the 
nation could be saved from utter destruction only by 
the mighty genius of Gaius Julius Cacsar'.'33 

Anderson seemed to have lost some of his faith in 
people and democracy. Of the former he said that "only 
about 7% of the population of this country ever think 
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for themselves; the other 93% are biologically incapa
ble of doing so'.'34 And of the latter he thought "that the 
best government is a wise and benevolent autocracy. "35 

His argument with the twentieth century was total. 
Anderson's new aggressiveness won him enemies 

who found it necessary to reply to him in print. In the 
following years Nicholas Haz, Roi Partridge (Imogen 
Cunningham's husband), and others rebutted his arti
cles point by point, arguing the virtues of sharp-focus 
photography. As the arguments grew fiercer, Anderson's 
explanations became thinner and harder to accept. At 
one point, he shed twenty-five year's worth of philo
sophical justifications and wrote: 

Pictorial composition is neither more nor less than 
the basis of making a picture in the manner that 
people have agreed to like, or the manner that they 
understand ... while [rules] exist, we have to follow 
them whether we like it or not. The medicine may 
be unpleasant, but we have to down it, just the 
same.36 

From 1935 to 1944, Anderson energetically carried on 
his crusade in support of the virtues of pictorial photog
raphy at both the technical and aesthetic levels. Two 
process-oriented articles in particular reflect Anderson's 
optimism for a revival of the. old ways: "Hand Sensi
tized Platinum Paper" and "Hand Sensitized Palladium 
Paper;' both written, Anderson said, at the request of 
interested photographers. In fact, there was enough 
renewed interest in the printing processes associated 
with pictorialism, that Anderson revised and reissued 
Pictorial Pl,otography: Its Pri11ciples a11d Practices in 1939 
under a new name: Tl,e Tecl111iq11e of Pictorial Pl,otograpl,y. 
But World War II and the resulting scarcity of plati
num and palladium helped prevent any large-scale revival 
until the 1970s, well after his death. 

One can get a good idea about the nature of Anderson's 
crusade for pictorial aesthetics just by glancing at the 
tides of some of his articles: "How to Judge Photographs;' 
"On Photography as a Fine Art;' "Quality in Photo
graphs;' "How - and Especially Why - I Make My 
Photographs;' "When Is a Good Photograph Not a 
Good Photograph;' "Photographic Values'.' With each 
year his opinions grew sharper and sharper. At first, his 
attack had been broadly directed at a wide variety of 



photographic styles: sharp-focus photography, photo
montage, 35mm photography, and so on. Pictorialism 
at least had the status of being one of many optional 
styles. But soon be was narrowing the attack, naming 
names. Group f.64 came in for criticism. Finally, in 
1939, he devoted an article to his quarrel with the style 
of Edward Weston. (Ironically, Weston had delivered a 
veiled attack against Anderson seventeen years earlier. 
In a lecture delivered before the Southern California 
Camera Club in 1922, Weston referred to "XYZ, author 
of several books on photography;' as a "visionless person 
- unequal to grasp or understand the real possibilities 
of his craft'.'37 In his manuscript notes, Weston had 
originally typed "Anderson;' not "XYZ'.') 

Anderson felt that Weston's work was the result of 
"superstition;' nothing more credible than that.38 He 
saw no other way to explain Weston's use of fine-grain 
developer, 8x10 contact prints on silver paper, and 
greatly stopped down lenses, than to suggest that Wes
ton needed a "magic formula that will end his troublcs'.'39 

And Anderson felt that Weston's trouble was that he 
was just doing "high-class record work;'40 work of no 
artistic merit whatsoever. Ironically, in order to point 
out what he felt to be Weston's technical ineptitude, 
Anderson went to some length to demonstrate his 
belief that Weston really did not need to stop his long
focal-lcngth lens all the way down to obtain maximum 
definition. 

The following year, Anderson took the argument 
one step farther. One of the traditional juscifica tions for 
the use of soft-focus lenses was chat the eye itself was 
not perfect and in no way resembled a sharp-focus 
anastigmat lens. But what Anderson put forth in "When 
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Is a Good Photograph Not a Good Photograph?" shifted 
the traditional argument onto altogether new ground: 

If we examine the works of great painters ... , and if 
we translate their painting into photographic terms, 
we find that none of these men used an anastigmat. 
Probably Botticelli, Brueghel, and Durcr came near
est to it; but Rembrandt used a single achromatic; 
Vermeer, Velasquez, Goya, and El Greco used either 
single achromatics or rapid rectilincars, depending 
on circumstances; Corot a single achromatic or a 
Struss Pictorial; and Carrierre, Whistler, and Degas 
generally, though not invariably, a double convex 
spectacle lcns�1 

Anderson's last few articles take on a similar level of 
desperation as he struggled against the odds to reclaim 
ground on behalf of pictorialism. The twentieth cen
tury was nearly half over, and, by his own admittance, 
little that had happened in the world of art and photog
raphy since 1915 mattered much to him. With the 
publication of a brief article in 1944, Anderson ended 
his writing career at the age of 64. He had begun under 
the shadow of the Photo-Secession, he had matured in 
the era of the Pictorialist Photographers of America, 
and he ended his public career one month before the 
United States dropped two atomic bombs on Japan. 
The style of photography that he had practiced and 
argued for had flourished during a very brief time in 
history, roughly 1890 to 1915, yet Anderson remained 
convinced that it was based on eternal principles. Life 
might change but Art never would. 



untitled, n.d. 
Platinum print, 19.8 x 24.9 cm 
80:039:003 

AS A PHOTOGRAPHER, Paul Anderson probably broke 
most of the rules that he put forth as an author. In 
principle he was adamantly against sharply detailed 
images, yet a few of his photographs are as crisp as a 
contact print by Edward Weston or Paul Strand (Plate 
13, for example). The aggressive composition and mod
ern subject matter of U11der the Brookly11 Bridge, 1917 
(Plate 16) show that Anderson was quite capable of 
working with modern subject matter in a modern 
manner. And images like the theatrical Solitaire, 1939 
(Plate 11) and Breakfast, 1946 (Plate 19) seem to be just 
the kind of genre photograph that Anderson warned 
other photographers to avoid if possible. 

Anderson was fond of saying that the essential charac
teristic of photography was its "unapproachable power 
of rendering the exquisite gradations of light on sur
faccs:'42 In his own photographs, this characteristic mani
fested itself in several ways: through the use of soft-focus 
lenses, which emphasized tonal gradations; through his 
preference of platinum, palladium, gum, and chloro
bromide prints on softly textured papers; and through 
the recurring use of light as a central element in his 
images. The resulting loss of some detail not only 
helped to emphasize composition over subject matter, 
but it also satisfied Anderson's theory that art was 
concerned with ideas not specifics. 
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Anderson made little distinction between photo
graphs made as "art" and photographs made for per
sonal reasons; they seem to be one and the same. He 
photographed daily life-meals, laundry, washing the 
dishes, playing the piano, and reading the newspaper 
-with the same seriousness and stylistic treatment that 
he used when he made photographs of more traditional 
art subjects like landscape and portraiture. When he 
made family albums of photographs of his daughter 
Ruth as a child or of Smith College where she went to 
school, he used many of the same images -printed 
similarly-to submit to exhibitions, making no distinc
tion between the two purposes. 

It is obvious that family life was more important to 
him than anything else and that he wanted to share his 
feelings about it through his photography. At the same 
time, one also senses that he was trying to situate daily 
life in the twentieth century within a larger tradition of 
history as he knew it (and especially as was depicted in 
the great art that he knew). The relationships that his 
photographs held with works by Vermeer (Plate 13) 
and other admired Old Masters seem to be more than 
purely art historical references, but highly personal ties 
as well. The sentimentality that pervades so many of his 
photographs was intentional. He advised artists that 
"there is far more ugliness than beauty in the world, 
and we must learn to overlook the one and see only the 
other:'43 

Anderson's earliest photographs were clearly inspired 
by what he found in Camera Work-particularly those 
images by Clarence White, Eduard Steichen, and George 
Seeley. The images which he made between 1907 and 
the mid-teens arc simple, elegant compositions. The 
prints, usually on hand-coated platinum papers, have a 
limited range of dark and middle-gray tonal regions 
and a few bright highlights, a style that was typical of 
White and Steichen a few years earlier. White's land
scapes and images of family members seem to have 
provided Anderson with a number of prototypes. In 
1909, Anderson even posed his wife-to-be, Mary L. 
Green, holding a copy of Camera Work in her hands 
(Plate 3), reminiscent of White's 1905 picture, Boy With 
Camera Work, which had been reproduced in an issue of 
that magazine that Anderson owned. The other por
traits of these early years also seem to have less to do 
with the personality of the sitter than with the careful 



arrangement of tonal areas and of certain typical picto
rialist props-pipes, pillows, fancy dresses, umbrellas. 
During this period he also made his own versions of 
various stock pictorialist images such as the female 
nude by a river (Plate 6). His landscapes, portraits, and 
genre images compare well with other active pictorialists 
of the teens, but no truly distinctive body of work 
emerged then. However, the growing number of por
traits of his wife Mary indicate the direction that his 
work would take with the birth of his two daughters in 
1912 and 1916. 

Anderson's photographs of his wife and children 
project a romantic image of child-raising and middle
class domesticity that glows with light. It has already 
been mentioned that there arc echoes of Vermeer in 
some of his interior scenes, but a somewhat more con
temporary and appropriate comparison can be made 
with the late-nineteenth-century domestic paintings 
by such American artists as William Merritt Chase, 
Mary Cassatt, John Singer Sargent, and numerous 
lesser known academic painters. 

As the twentieth century progressed into its third 
and fourth decades, advocates of pictorialism like Ander
son became increasingly isolated from other move
ments in art and photography, especially those that we 
now regard as the most important and vital. On one 
level, pictorialism simply became a cliche through con
stant codification. Simultaneously, one of the basic 
tenets of pictorial ism -that it transcended the literal 
through the artistic use of suggestion -helped to even 
further isolate pictorialist photographers from any influ
ences that might have radically affected their art. Sug
gestion (the somewhat watered-down heir of the 
symbolism of the late nineteenth century) was depen
dent upon the artist and the audience sharing a com
mon language with the same points of reference and 
the same dictionary of equivalents. But pictorialism, 
rather than being the eternal and universal language 
that Anderson and others thought it was, was only the 
language of the generation that matured in the decades 
on either side of 1900, and as the century moved farther 
away from that year, fewer and fewer people had any 
living connection with the language that the pictorialists 
had shared. To the succeeding generation, the mirrors, 
the glass balls, the nymphs (in short, the entire vocabu
lary of pictorialism) were little more than props. 
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This still doesn't explain why Anderson and so many 
other pictorialists held on to their aesthetic beliefs so 
long and so tenaciously. Prom Anderson's photographs 
and writings, it is clear that a major reason was the 
rapid and extraordinary change that took place as Amer
ica and Europe entered the modern age in full force. 
Pictorialism, in many respects, was a branch of the Arts 
and Crafts Movement, and both were reactions to 
machines, mass-production, and any aspect of moderni
zation that was seen to be cheapening life. The return 
to and the insistence upon the primacy of hand-work 
in the arts, in crafts, and in pictorialism was, as one 
historian recently put it, a "yearning to reintegrate self
hood by resurrecting the experience of manual labor, 
[and] a number of Americans looked hopefully toward 
the figure of the premodern artist."44 Anderson's habit 
of referring to photographers as "workers," his fre
quent equation of hand labor with quality, and the fact 
that all of his photographs had to be products of the 
hand and not the machine bear out this interpretation. 

Fortunately, Anderson was somewhat more flexible 
and daring in his photography than in his writing. In 
the 1930s and 1940s, at the same time that he was trying 
to revive the golden age of Stieglitz, Struss, and Kase bier 
in his articles, he was quite capable of making photo
graphs that bore little resemblance to the work of the 
Photo-Secessionists. He made many photographs like 
Vi11e i11 S111tlight =2 (see front cover) in which the "subject" 
disappears and the photograph is concerned with the 
play of light itself. 

Anderson actively photographed until the early 1950s, 
his last works being some very straightforward land
scapes made on vacation in the West. After the mid-1930s, 
few of his photographs were published, and his grow
ing disdain for the low quality of the salon exhibitions 
kept him from entering many. His primary audience 
was the Orange Camera Club, to whom he often showed 
his prints or his collection of photographs by other 
pictorialists. 
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A PAUL ANDERSON PORTFOLIO 





PLATE 1 

,HG.A. i11 Black Lace E11e11il1L� Go11111, ca. 1911 
Platinum or palladium print, 25.0 x 18.3 cm 
80:170:098 



PLATE 2 

untitled, 1910 
Platinum print, 9.6 x 12.0 cm 
80:170:055 



PLATE 3 

;\,1.G.A. With Camera M/41rk, 1909 
Platinum print, 24.0 x 18.8 cm 
80:170:091 



PLATE 4 

/:11111e Brigmau, 1910 

Platinum print, 33.0 x 41.5 cm 

80:170:214 



PLATE 5 

11-'alter R. Latimer, 1915 
Platinum print, 20.4 x 15.2 cm 
80:039:004 



PLATE 6 

The Brook, n.d. 

Multiple gum print, 43.4 x 35.5 cm 
80:170:213 



PLATL 7 

The Dri11i11s TVi11d, 1916, printed 1948 
Pa.Uadium print, 8.6 x 10.9 cm 
80:170:209 



PLAT[ 8 

Roses i11 S1111/ight, 1944 
Chlorobromidc print, 11.7 x 9.1 cm 
80:170:025 



PLATE 9 

He11ry R. Poore, N. A., ca. 1914 
Phorogravurc, 15.7 x 11.6 cm 
80:170:219 



PLATE 10 

S011ile11ir de Cla11di11s Pemet, 1946 
Chlorobromide print, 16.4 x 21.5 cm 
80:170:004 



PLATE 11 

Solitaire, 1939 
Chlorobromidc print, 23.1 x 18.2 cm 
80:170:178 



PLATE 12 

Home Porrrair-Rwl, A, 1940 
Chlorobromide print, 28.6 x 21.3 cm 
80:170:163 



PLATE 13 

S1111day Momi11g, 1939 
Chlorobromide print, 11.9 x 8.2 cm 
80:170:177 



PLATE 14 

.v!aple B11ds =2, n.d. 

Chlorobromidc print, 19.1 x 24.1 cm 
80:170:074 



PLATE 15 

October J,1omi11g i11 the Berkshires, 1916, printed 1946 
Chlorobromide print, 16.8 x 21.9 cm 
80:170:069 



PLATE 16 

U11der the Brookly11 Bridge, 1917, printed 1945 
Palladium print, 15.2 x 20.1 cm 
80:170:042 



PLATE 17 

R11il1 [A11ders,,11], Betsy Dm1c11porr, c111d ,\1.G.A., ca. 1943 

Process unknown, 21.6 x 16.6 cm 

80:170:198 



PLATE 18 

Fog Pattem, 1943 
Chlorobromide print, 16.6 x 21.7 cm 
80:170:070 



PLATE 19 

Brrnkfast, 1946 
Chlorobromide print, 21.7 x 15.8 cm 
80:170:196 



PLATE 20 

,1 S011g Recital, 1931 
Carbro print, 23.0 x 18.4 cm 
80:170:208 



Acquisitions: January-March 1982 

Compiled by SHARON DENTON 

THE FOLLOWING LIST IS A NAME INDEX to research material
primarily photographs and correspondence-acquired by the 
Center during the first quarter of 1982. Full descriptions are 
given for groups of ten prints or less; titles and dates are given 
for groups of eleven to one hundred prints; groups over one 
hundred are summarized. Dates are given as "negative 
date/printing date" when both are known. Upon request, we 
will provide a more complete description of any item on this 
list. An acquisitions list for 1975 to 1977, the Center's first 
three years of operation, has been published in the Guide 
Series, Number 4. Copies of this guide may be purchased 
for S2.00. 

ADAMS, ANSEL 

untitled (portrait of Edith Dixon Hamlin) 
Gelatin silver print, 23.9 x 19.0 cm 
Gift of John P. Schaefer 
82:028:001 

BAUHAUS 

A collection of thirty gelatin silver prints by artists 
associated with the Bauhaus in Germany 1919-1933; 
sizes vary. 

Purchase 
82:032:001-030 

ANONYMOUS 

Hilde Ra11tzsch 

82:032:021 

untitled, winter 1927-28 (Bauatelier Gropius) 
82:032:001 

untitled (drill bits) 
82:032:002 

untitled (Bauhaus at night) 
82:032:005 
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untitled (band, Gem0tsbewegung) 
82:032:006 

untitled (multiple exposure of a group) 
82:032:007 

untitled (interior/exterior of a room) 
82:032:003 

untitled (painter on scaffolding) 
82:032:008 

untitled (male torso) 
82:032:009 

untitled ( woman with cigarette) 
82:032:010 

untitled (product construction) 
82:032:014 

untitled (electrical tower) 
82:032:015 

untitled (signs) 
82:032:017 

untitled (negative print of a cityscape) 
82:032:018 

untitled (portrait) 
82:032:019 

untitled (students reading Bauhaus newsletter) 
82:032:020 

untitled (portrait) 
82:032:023 

untitled (product construction) 
82:032:024 

untitled (three men smoking) 
82:032:029 

untitled, 1929 (shoes) 
82:032:022 



untitled, 1931 (cigarettes) 
82:032:026 

BEESE, LOTTE 

Bra11n mit Speigel 
82:032:027 

FEININGER, LUX 

untitled (masks) 
82:032:025 

HOFFMANN 

untitled (product construction) 
82:032:004 

Zimmer Co-op, 1926 
82:032:016 

MEYER, HANNES 

untitled (construction blocks) 
82:032:028 

untitled ( theatrical production) 
82:032:030 

SIEDHOFF, W. 

Treppe11111itz, 1929 
82:032:013 

UMBO (Otto Umbehr) 

Die Dise11se Margo Lion, ca. 1928 
82:032:011 

Die Verscl1riengenste Ecke, ca. 1928 
82:032:012 

Beese, Lotte. see BAUHAUS 

BERKO, FERENC 

Train Lines, New York, 1949 
Gelatin silver print, 13.6 x 10.4 cm 
Gift of Ferenc Berko 
82:002:003 

untitled (portrait of Andre Kertesz) 
Gelatin silver print, 34.4 x 26.7 cm 
Gift of Ferenc Berko 
82:002:002 

untitled, November 1951 (portrait of Edward Weston, 
Carmel) 

Gelatin silver print, 34.8 x 26.9 cm 
Gift of Ferenc Berko 
82:002:001 

BROWN,DEAN 

Virgin Gorda, February 1969 
Dye transfer print made by Rene Verdugo from the 

original 35mm transparency, 15.4 x 10.2 cm 
82:007:001 
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CAPONIGRO, PAUL 

Twenty-nine gelatin silver prints and one dye transfer 
print of varying sizes 

Purchase 
82:017 :001-030 

Arizona Petrified Forest, 1976 
82:017:025 

Blue Ridge Road, 1965 
82:017:017 

Boston, Massachusetts, 1958 
82:017:009 

Brewster, New York, 1963 
82:017:020 

California Coast, 1969 
82:017:007 

California Coast, 1969 
82:017:011 

Callanish, 1972 
82:017:021 

Cashel, Ireland, 1967 
82:017:026 

Death Valley, 1975 
82:017:018 

Dolmen, 1967 
82:017:024 

Fish, Lubec, Maine, 1980 
82:017:001 

Grand Canyon, 1976 
82:017:022 

Ice, Nahant, Massachusetts, 1958 
82:017:014 

lzumo,japan, 1976 
82:017:006 

Lough Crew, Ireland, 1967 
82:017:028 

Maine Seacoast, 1958 
82:017:003 

Mingus Pond, Arizona, 1968 
82:017:008 

Montauk Pt., New York, 1972 
82:017:010 

Monument Valley, 1976 
82:017:023 

Nahant, Massachusetts, 1957 
82:017:005 

Pt. Lobos, California, 1956 
Dye transfer print 
82:017:016 



Revere, Massachusetts, 1958 
82:017:029 

Rowe 53, El Morrow, New Mexico, 1976 
82:017:019 

San Francisco, California, 1956 
82:017:002 

Stonehenge, 1967 
82:017:027 

Stonehenge, 1972 
82:017:030 

Sunflower, 1969 
82:017:012 

Sunflower, 1969 
82:017:013 

Su11jlower, 1969 
82:017:015 

Yosemite, California, 1953 
82:017:004 

CONNIFF, GREGORY 

Seventeen gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Purchase except when indicated 
82:005:001-017 

Austin, Texas, 1980/1981 
82:005:016 

Bay Head, New jersey, 1977/1978 {from the Shore series) 
Gift of Perry Ketchum 
82:005:002 

Bay Head, New Jersey, 1978/1979 {from the Shore series) 
Gift of Dorothy Young 
82:005:005 

Loveladies, New jersey, 1979 (from the Shore series) 
82:005:009 

Madison, Wisconsin, 1978/1981 (from the Yards series) 
82:005:012 

Madison, Wisconsin, 1979/1981 (from the Yards series) 
82:005:006 

Madison, Wisconsin, 1979/1981 {from the Yards series) 
82:005:007 

Madison, Wisconsin, 1979/1981 (from the Yards series) 
82:005:008 

Madison, Wisconsin, 1979/1980 (from the Yards series) 
82:005:017 

Monmouth Beach, New jersey, 1978 {from the Shore series) 
Gift of Dorothy Young 
82:005:004 

Normandy Beach, New jersey, 1978 (from the Shore series) 
Gift of Perry Ketchum 
82:005:003 
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Skowhegan, Maine, 1980/1981 
82:005:010 

Upper Montclair, New jersey, 1980/1981 
82:005:014 

Verona, Wisconsin, 1977/1978 (from the Gravel Pits and 
Quarries series) 

Gift of Perry Ketchum 
82:005:001 

Wildwood, New jersey, 1979/1981 (from the Shore/Yards 
series) 

82:005:011 

Feininger, Lux. see BAUHAUS 

GAGLIANI, OLIVER 

The Italian Project, Sardinia, 1980 {Portfolio) 
Sixteen gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Oliver Gagliani 
82:020:001-016 

GROSSMAN, SID 

SID GROSSMAN ARCHIVE 

Approximately 10,000 negatives and transparencies, 
contact sheets, and files of tear sheets from maga
zines, many dated from the 1930s and 40s 

Gift of Miriam Grossman Cohen 
AG 56 

GROUP PORTFOLIOS 

Portfolio I, 1982 
Santa Fe: Santa Fe Center for Photography, 1982 
Five photographs of varying processes and sizes by 

Mary Peck, Bernard Plossu, Eliot Porter, David 
Scheinbaum, and Susan Steffy 

Purchase 
82:042:001-005 

Hoffman. see BAUHAUS 

KUHN, HEINRICH 

Swdy i11 To11es II (Miss Mary}, 1910 
Bromoil print, 29.3 x 22.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:034:003 

untitled (female nude) 
Multiple bromoil transfer print on tissue, 22.4 x 17.0 cm 
Purchase 
82:034:001 

untitled (female nude) 
Multiple bromoil transfer print on tissue, 28.5 x 20.7 cm 
Purchase 
82:034:002 



LANGE, DOROTHEA 
untitled, ca. 1920s (portrait of Charles Russell) 
Gelatin silver print, 18.8 x 14.5 cm 
Gift of Edith Hamlin 
82:021:001 

LEVINSON, JOEL 
California Flea Markets, 1981 (Portfolio) 
Fifteen gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Purchase 
82:026:001- 015 

Marin, John. see STRAND, PAUL: Correspo11de11ce 

Meyer, Hannes. see BAUHAUS 

MOSES, STEFAN 
Ninety-eight gelatin silver prints of varying sizes (from 

the Deutsche series, 1963-1964, published in the 
monograph Deutsche by Prestel Verlag, Munich, 1980) 

Purchase 
82:018 :001-098 

Ba11emfa111ilie, Sa11lgau (farmer's family, Saulgau) 
82:018:045 

Bii11eri11, Gn"i11stadt i11 der Pfalz (peasant woman, Grilnstadt 
in der Pfalz) 

82:018:082 

Bayeriscl,e Gebirgsschiitze11
1 

Reichersbe11ent (Bavarian 
mountain hunters, Reichersbeuern) 

82:018:062 

Beamtenamviirter, Wuppertal (civil servant, Wuppertal) 
82:018:077 

Begleitscl111tzpolizist, Berlin (escort policeman, Berlin) 
82:018:067 

Begrab11isbeamte, Miinchen (funeral officials, Munich) 
82:018:085 

Begriibnisbeamter 1. Klasse, Hamburg (funeral home official, 
first class, Hamburg) 

82:018:065 

Blaserterzett des Bundesgre11zsch11tzes, Miinche11 (music corps 
of the federal border guards, Munich) 

82:018:098 

Breze11Jra11, Oktoberfestwiese, Miinche11 (pretzel vendor, 
Octoberfest grounds, Munich) 

82:018:095 

Elektrodenscl1111eisser, Boc/111111 (electrode welder, Bochum) 
82:018:091 

Fahnrich, Gebirgsschiitze11ko111pa11ie Obem11dor
j

(flagbearer 
of the Oberaudorf Mountain Hunting Company) 

82:018:092 

Fiaker, Miinchen (carriage driver, Munich) 
82:018:049 
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Gepiicktrager, Ko/11 (baggage handler, Cologne) 
82:018:075 

Gy111nastiklehreri1111e11, Kiel (gymnastic teachers, Kiel) 
82:018:015 

Ha111b11rger Zi111111emia1111, Plochi11ge11 (carpenter from 
Hamburg, Plochingen) 

82:018:032 

Ha11er der Zecl,e Amalie, Rhein/and (miners from Amalie 
Mining Company, Rheinland) 

82:018:074 

Hochzeitspaar, Kain (wedding couple, Cologne) 
82:018:058 

Hotel-Koche, Berlin (hotel cooks, Berlin) 
82:018:087 

Hotelpagen, ,\1iinchen (hotel pages, Munich) 
82:018:096 

Jockeys, Baden-Bade11 
82:018:030 

Ka111inkehrer, Hindelang i111 Allga11 (chimneysweeps, 
Hindelang in Allgau) 

82:018:022 

Kap11zi11erpater, I111111e11stadt (monk, lmmenstadt) 
82:018:086 

Karosserielackierer, Essen (automobile painters, Essen) 
82:018:066 

Kell11eri11 in eine111 Biergarten, 1\1iinchen ( waitress in a beer 
garden, Munich) 

82:018:083 

Kohle,urager 111it Brikettkastm, Berlin (coal carriers with a 
coal crate, Berlin) 

82:018:011 

Korrosionssclll(tzarbeiter, Remscheid (rust proofer, 
Remscheid) 

82:018:073 

Krabbe11fischer, Trm1e111ii11de (crabbers, TravemLinde) 
82:018:047 

Leierkasten111a11n, Berli11 (organ-grinder, Berlin) 
82:018:024 

Los11erka11fer, Kol,, (lottery ticket salesman, Cologne) 
82:018:040 

Manne,111in, Diisseldorf (model, Dusseldorf) 
82:018:052 

Ma11rerpolier, lllgolstadt (bricklayer, Ingolstadt) 
82:018:069 

Metallarbeiter, Esse,, (metalworkers, Essen) 
82:018:072 

Miillverbre1111er, Berlin (incinerator workers, Berlin) 
82:018:080 



Ord111111gsbea111re im B1mdesha11s, Bo1111 (sergeants-at-arms 
in the Federal House of Representatives, Bonn) 

82:018:064 

Pe11sio11ierrer Kellermeisrer, Hojbra11ha11s, M1i11che11 (retired 
wine steward, Hofbrauhaus, Munich) 

82:018:078 

Pe11sio11ierrer, Landpfarrer, Biil,l (retired country minister, 
Bohl) 

82:018:013 

Pfa1we11p11tzer, Berli,1 (dishwasher, Berlin) 
82:018:070 

Pfort11er, D11isb11rg (doorman, Duisberg) 
82:018:071 

Porzella11 verkiiuferi 1111e11, Mii11che11 ( workers in a porcelain 
shop, Munich) 

82:018:081 

Rentner, Dachau (pensioner, Dachau) 
82:018:043 

Rollmopspackerinnen, Biisum (packers of pickled herring, 
Bosum) 

82:018:060 

Serviererin, Cafe Kranzler, Berlin ( waitress, Cafe 
Kranzler, Berlin) 

82:018:017 

Schauspieler, Filmgela11de Geiselgasteig, Mii11che11 (actor, 
Munich, Geiselgasteig) 

82:018:094 

Schaustellerin, Oktoberfestwiese, Miinclzen (performer, 
Octoberfest grounds, Munich) 

82:018:068 

Schellenschmied und Familie, Marktoberdorf im Allgau 
(blacksmith and family Marktoberdorf in Allgau) 

82:018:008 

Schreinermeister und Geselle, lmmenstadt (cabinet maker 
and journeyman, lmmenstadt) 

82:018:089 

Schuhmachermeister, Marktoberdorf im Allgii11 (shoemaker, 
Marktoberdorf in Allgau) 

82:018:019 

Soubrette, Stadttheater Giessen (soubrette, city theater, 
Giessen) 

82:018:090 

Spritzlackiererin, Hamburg (spray painter, Hamburg) 
82:018:084 

Stewardessen, Flugplatz Miinchen-Riem (stewardesses, 
Munich airport, Riem) 

82:018:026 
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Strassenbahnschaffnerinnen, Kain (street car conductors, 
Cologne) 

82:018:076 

Strassenfeger, Berlin (streetsweepers, Berlin) 
82:018:036 

Strassenfotograf mit Bar, Berlin (street photographer with 
bear, Berlin) 

82:018:056 

untitled (Stefan Moses in crowd) 
82:018:001 

untitled ( context for mountaineer) 
82:018:002 

untitled (context for unidentified man) 
82:018:003 

untitled (context for three men with brooms) 
82:018:004 

untitled (context for frankfurter vendor, Berlin) 
82:018:007 

untitled (context for blacksmith and family, 
Marktoberdorf in Allgau) 

82:018:009 

untitled (context for blacksmith and family, 
Marktoberdorf in Allgau) 

82:018:010 

untitled (context for coal carriers, Berlin) 
82:018:012 

untitled (context for retired country minister, Bohl) 
82:018:014 

untitled (context for gymnastic teachers, Kiel) 
82:018:016 

untitled (context for waitress, Cafe Kranzler, Berlin) 
82:018:018 

untitled (context for shoemaker with wife, 
Marktoberdorf in Allgau) 

82:018:020 

untitled (context for shoemaker with wife, 
Marktoberdorf in Allgau) 

82:018:021 

untitled (context for chimneysweeps, Hindelang in 
Allgau) 

82:018:023 

untitled (context for organ-grinder, Berlin) 
82:018:025 

untitled (context for stewardesses, Munich airport, Riem) 
82:018:027 

untitled (context for newspaper vendor, Cologne) 
82:018:029 



untitled (context for jockeys, Baden-Baden) 
82:018:031 

untitled (context for Hamburg carpenter, Plochingen) 
82:018:033 

untitled (context for Hamburg carpenter, Plochingen) 
82:018:034 

untitled (context for Hamburg carpenter, Plochingen) 
82:018:035 

untitled (context for streetsweepers, Berlin) 
82:018:037 

untitled (context for streetsweepers, Berlin) 
82:018:038 

untitled (context for streetsweepers, Berlin) 
82:018:039 

untitled (context for lottery ticket salesman, Cologne) 
82:018:041 

untitled (context for lottery ticket salesman, Cologne) 
82:018:042 

untitled (context for pensioner, Dachau) 
82:018:044 

untitled (context for farmer's family, Saulgau) 
82:018:046 

untitled (context for crabbers, Travemi.inde) 
82:018:048 

untitled (context for carriage driver, Munich) 
82:018:050 

untitled (context for carriage driver, Munich) 
82:018:051 

untitled (context for model, Di.isseldorf) 
82:018:053 

untitled (context for railroad switchmen) 
82:018:055 

untitled (context for street photographer with bear) 
82:018:057 

untitled (context for wedding couple, Cologne) 
82:018:059 

untitled (context for packers of pickled herring, Bi.isum) 
82:018:061 

untitled (context for Bavarian mountain hunters, 
Reichersbeuern) 

82:018:063 

Wachsoldaten, Kempten (guards, Kempten) 
82:018:093 

Weichenschlosser, Siegburg (railroad switchmen, Siegburg) 
82:018:054 

Werkzeugmacher, Essen (tool and die maker, Essen) 
82:018:088 
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Wurstmaxe, Berlin (frankfurter vendor, Berlin) 
82:018:005 

W11rst111axe, Berlin (frankfurter vendor, Berlin) 
82:018:006 

Zeit1111gsfra11, Kain (newspaper vendor, Cologne) 
82:018:028 

ZeitungS11erkiiufer, Miinchen (newspaper vendor, Munich) 
82:018:097 

Zigarettenfra11, Cafe Kranzler, Berlin (cigarette vendor, 
Cafe Kranzler, Berlin) 

82:018:079 

NEIMANAS, JOYCE 

Untitled #3, 1980 
SX-70 photo collage, 76.2 x 101.8 cm total (irregular) 
Purchase 
82:013:001 

NOSKOWIAK, SONYA 

untitled, 1937 (Maynard Dixon in his San Francisco studio) 
Gelatin silver print, 18.9 x 23.6 cm 
Gift of Edith Hamlin 
82:022:001 

Peck, Mary. see GROUP PORTFOLIOS: Portfolio I 

Plossu, Bernard. see GROUP PORTFOLIOS: Portfolio I 

Porter, Eliot. see GROUP PORTFOLIOS: Portfolio I 

ROH, FRANZ 

untitled (negative print of a reclining woman) 
Gelatin silver print, 15.0 x 22.6 cm 
Purchase 
82:029:001 

untitled (two women with masks) 
Gelatin silver print, 22.5 x 15.0 cm 
Purchase 
82:029:002 

untitled (negative print of a figure riding a bicycle and 
a ship at dock) 

Gelatin silver print, 21.3 x 27.4 cm 
Purchase 
82:029:003 

untitled (negative print of a woman against a mirror) 
Gelatin silver print, 21.9 x 15.2 cm (irregular) 
Purchase 
82:029:004 

untitled (negative print of a nude in a bath) 
Gelatin silver print, 22.2 x 14.9 cm (irregular) 
Purchase 
82:029:005 



untitled (negative print of a female nude steering a wheel) 
Gelatin silver print, 22.0 x 14.3 cm (irregular) 
Purchase 
82:029:006 

untitled (negative print of men working on street) 
Gelatin silver print, 18.1 x 23.5 cm 
Purchase 
82:029:007 

ROHDE, WERNER 

Better Wiische, 1928 
Gelatin silver print, 22.7 x 16.5 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:002 

Bl11111e11stra11ss, 1924 
Gelatin silver print, 23.8 x 17.9 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:004 

(?} Strand von Kampe11/sylt, 1932 
Gelatin silver print, 23.5 x 17.7 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:003 

Probe!, 1934 
Gelatin silver print, 23.8 x 18.3 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:001 

P,�ppe11 (Kopfe und arme), 1928 
Gelatin silver print, 23.8 x 17.6 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:008 

untitled, 1928 (mask) 
Gelatin silver print, 24.3 x 17.9 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:007 

untitled, 1934 (mannequin face) 
Gelatin silver print, 23.4 x 16.5 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:006 

untitled (chair and shoes) 
Gelatin silver print, 24.0 x 17.7 cm 
Purchase 
82:030:005 

RUBENSTEIN, MERIDEL 
Lowriders: Portraits from New Mexico, 1981 (Videotape) 
Purchase 
82:005 

SCHAEFER, JOHN P. 
untitled, 1982 (portrait of Ansel Adams) 
Gelatin silver print, 21.4 x 17.9 cm 
Gift of John P.Schaefer 
82:023:001 
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Scheinbaum, David. see GROUP PORTFOLIOS: 
Portfolio I 

SEIDENSTOCKER 

untitled ( two zebras) 
Gelatin silyer print, 17.6 x 13.0 cm 
Purchase 
82:033:001 

untitled (two sea lions) 
Gelatin silver print, 17.9 x 12.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:033:002 

untitled (twin babies) 
Gelatin silver print, 17.7 x 12.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:033:003 

SiedhoffW. see BAUHAUS 

SMITH, HARRY 

The Reluctant Child 
Palladium print, 26.7 x 34.1 cm 
Purchase (print accompanying limited edition copy of 

Harry Smith: Magic Moments} 
82:025:001 

SMITH, KEITH 

untitled, December 6, 1978 (show announcement for 
"In a Plain Brown Wrapper" at Chicago's Erotic Art 
Gallery) 

Hand-tinted photolithograph, 27.7 x 21.4 cm 
Gift of Harold Jones 
82:015:001 

SONNEMAN, EVE 

From the Real Time series, 1968-1974 

Be Kind, San Francisco, 1968 
Gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:006 

Central Park Stroll 
Gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:008 

Chinatown at Night, New York, 1972 
Toned gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:001 

Family Portrait, Chicago, 1969 
Toned gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:003 



The Lady and the Dog, Hampstead Heath, England, 1970 
Toned gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:002 

Light on Lead Street, Albuquerque, 1968 
Gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:007 

Portrait of my Lover, Central Park, New York, 1971 
Gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:005 

untitled (standing figure and two blurred figures on 
motorcycles) 

Gelatin silver triptych, 10.5 x 10.5 cm, 10.5 x 15.5 cm, 
and 10.5 x 5.0 cm 

Anonymous gift 
82:001:004 

untitled (man on a beach in San Francisco) 
Gelatin silver diptych, 10.5 x 15.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
82:001:009 

Steffy, Susan. see GROUP PORTFOLIOS: Portfolio I 

Stevens, Virginia. see STRAND, PAUL: Correspondence 

STRAND, PAUL 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Strand family correspondence dated 1891-1949; 
correspondence from Rebecca Strand to Paul Strand 
dated 1920-1934; and one letter from John Marin 
dated September 11, 1932 

Gift of the Paul Strand Foundation 
AG 17 

Correspondence with Virginia Stevens covering the 
period 1953-1978 

Gift of Virginia Stevens 
AG 17 

Strand, Rebecca. see STRAND, PAUL: Correspondence 

Umbehr, Otto. see B AUHAUS: Umbo; and UMBO 

UMBO (Otto Umbehr) 

Hinter Margueriten, 1927 
Gelatin silver print, 16.5 x 11.7 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:007 

Pa11l Citroen 
Gelatin silver print, 16.7 x 12.1 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:001 
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Rene Cretin und Sy/ta Basse, 1930 
Gelatin silver print, 11.1 x 8.4 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:008 

untitled (black girl at street corner) 
Gelatin silver print, 28.2 x 17.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:002 

untitled (woman eating hot dog) 
Gelatin silver print, 28.2 x 17.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:003 

untitled (bridge) 
Gelatin silver print, 28.2 x 17.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:004 

untitled (building) 
Gelatin silver print, 28.2 x 17.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:005 

untitled (couple at beach) 
Gelatin silver print, 23.4 x 18.0 cm 
Purchase 
82:031:006 

see also BAUHAUS 

VAN VECHTEN, C ARL 

Carsen McC11llers, Sept. 5, 1933 
Gelatin silver print, 23.0.x 35.0 cm 
Purchase 
81:231:003 

Dorothy Gish, 1932 
Gelatin silver print, 32.6 x 23.1 cm 
Purchase 
81:231:004 

Ed11a St. Vi11cent Millay,Jan. 14, 1933 
Gelatin silver print, 32.7 x 22.6 cm 
Purchase 
81:231:007 

Lotte Lenya, 1962 
Gelatin silver print, 25.2 x 18.4 cm 
Purchase 
81 :231:001 

Luigi Pira11dello, July 25, 1935 
Gelatin silver print, 35.2 x 26.8 cm 
Purchase 
81:231:005 

Orson Welles, March 1, 1937 
Gelatin silver print, 35.2 x 27.4 cm 
Purchase 
81:231:006 



Zero Mastel as Leopold Bloom i11 Ulysses in Nigl,ttorv11, 
1958 

Gelatin silver print, 24.3 x 17.8 cm 
Purchase 
81:231:002 

V ERDUGO, RENE 

Circe 
Dye transfer print, 17.5 x 13.5 cm 
Purchase 
82:040:001 

untitled, 1981 (female nude) 
Dye transfer print, 14.9 x 18.4 cm 
Gift of Rene Verdugo 
82:003:001 

untitled, 1981 (female nude on paisley chair) 
Dye transfer print, 14.6 x 18.5 cm 
Gift of Rene Verdugo 
82:003:002 

see also BROWN, DEAN 

WALKER, TODD 

Clo11ds, Mesa, 1980 
Photolithograph, 28.5 x 21.6 cm 
Purchase 
81:191:006 

Is It a Leaf, 1980 
Phocolithograph, 22.8 x 31.2 cm 
Purchase 
81:191:001 

Mesa II, 1980 
Photolithograph, 27.0 x 19.4 cm 
Purchase 
81:191:002 

Rock Face, 1981 
Photolithograph, 27.0 x 19.5 cm 
Purchase 
81:191:004 

Sl1ri11e, 1980 
Photolithograph, 26.9 x 19.5 cm 
Purchase 
81:191:003 

untitled, 1981 (tree and cactus) 
Phocolithograph, 19.5 x 27.0 cm 
Purchase 
81:191:005 
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WESTON, EDWARD 

Ho11ses by Water, ca. 1947 
Four cibachrome prints made by William Anderson 

Photography Inc. from the original 8 x 10 inch color 
transparency, 19.2 x 24.4 cm 

82:014:001-004 

William Anderson Photography, Inc. 
see WESTON, EDWARD 

WORTH, DON 
Forest, Spri11g, Scotla11d, 1980 
Gelatin silver print, 42.0 x 53.2 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:002 

Georgia O'Keeffe, Abiq11i11, Ne111 Mexico, 1958 
Gelatin silver print, 49.8 x 39.8 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:001 

Gra11esto11e Car11h1g, Wiltshire, E11gla11d, 1980 
Gelatin silver print, 54.0 x 42.7 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:009 

Lake mid Momi11g Mist, Killamey, Jrela11d, 1980 
Gelatin silver print, 43.2 x 54.3 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:005 

,vlo11111ai11s, G11ate111ala, 1975 
Gelatin silver print, 43.2 x 54.6 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:006 

Sa11d D1111es a11d Sky, Near Gla111is, ca. 1981 
Gelatin silver print, 43.2 x 54.3 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:003 

S11cwle11t: Ecl,e,,eria "Momi11g Ligl,t," Mill Valley, ca. 1972 
Gelatin silver print, 40.4 x 40.4 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:007 

Tree, Near Pa/mar Norte, Costa Rica, 1975 
Gelatin silver print, 42.0 x 53.4 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:004 

Trees a11d Fog, Sa11 Fra11cisco, 1971 
Gelatin silver print, 41.3 x 54.4 cm 
Purchase 
82:027:008 



(context for carriage driver, Munich) 82:018:051 (context for strcctswccpcrs, Berlin) 82:018:039 

Bii11eri11, Grii11s1adt i11 der Pfalz, 82:018:082 S1msse11fe.�er, Berli11, 82:018:036 



From the Archives: Stefan Moses 

by SHARON DENTON 

MERGING TWO DISTINCT GROUPS OF PHOTOGRAPHS 
into one body of work, the German photographer 
Stefan Moses has produced a cumulative portrait of the 
German working class, while commenting on the 
portrait-making process. He has combined formal por
traits with contextual images documenting their cre
ation to give the viewer additional information about 
the people in the images. At the same time, the subjects 
of the portraits represent particular types within the 
German working class and the contextual photographs 
show a variety of lifestyles and settings, carrying the 
work into the realm of a sociological study. The Center 
has in its collection ninety-eight prints from this essay. 

In 1963 when he began the series for Stem magazine 
(the German equivalent to Life), Moses was firmly 
established as a photojournalist. After working for the 
cultural magazine Das Schonste, he joined Stern in 1960 
where his major focus became essays on Germany. A 
fascination with his native land and an interest in 
humanity are reflected in this work. 

The use of a neutral background and the identifica
tion of people with their occupations is part of a long 
tradition in the history of photography. From the earli
est daguerreotype portraits, people were often pic
tured with symbols of their trade, either in the form of 
clothing or objects. In many cases, these early photogra
phers used plain backgrounds to isolate the figures. 
From 1910 to the 1950s, the German photographer 
August Sander, using this style, created an enormous 
body of work devoted to German archetypes. Although 
the portraits by Stefan Moses refer to Sander's work, 
Moses brought a fresh perspective rooted in photojour-

47 

nalism to this tradition of documentary portraiture. It 
was the journalist in Moses who, feeling stifled by the 
limitation of information inherent in the formal portraits, 
conceived the idea of expanding them through the 
addition of contextual images. And it was the journal
ist who saw the spontaneous, gestural qualities in the 
portraits and the formal composition in the contextual 
unages. 

Using a neutral gray cloth as a backdrop, Moses 
transported the portrait studio setting to the out-of
doors, creating a visual island superimposed on the 
environment. As his subjects entered the space of the 
cloth, a transformation took place. Hans Georg Puttnies 
in his introduction to Deutsche, a monograph of this 
work published in 1980, writes at length about the 
effect of "the magic cloth" on the people being 
photographed. 1 Moses chose to photograph them on 
their own territory, and it is as though by stepping onto 
the cloth they momentarily assumed a position of extra
ordinary importance within their world. As a result, 
many of the subjects became so completely engaged 
with the photographer that they transcended self
co nsc1 o usness. 

In this work, Moses is also commenting on the mak
ing of portraits and the potential artificiality surround
ing the process. The effect produced by the contextual 
images is like that of viewing a movie set. All illusion is 
dispelled. As Moses says, "No secrets! Truth and clear
ness how work is done."2 Even within the formal 
portraits, he often gives his audience a glimpse of the 
world beyond the cloth. In many of the portraits, the 
edge of the cloth and the space beyond serve both as a 



formal element of composition and a reminder that the 
image is but a photograph: an illusion created by an 
artificial situation. Moses acknowledges the influence 
of the German play wright Bertolt Brecht in making 
this work.3 Brecht, convinced that true learning could 
only occur in an atmosphere of emotional distance, 
constantly reminded his audience through set design 
and characterization that they were only watching a 
play, not reality. He fought to counteract a human 
tendency to identify so strongly with a situation as to 
confuse illusion with reality. Moses, in a similar manner, 
engages his audience in a conversation about the nature 
of subjective reality. 
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A surrealistic edge is also introduced into the work 
through the contextual images. There is the unusual, 
and even absurd, presence of the gray cloth floating in 
the landscape. The mass of the cloth and its light tonal
ity flatten the background, making the figures some
times appear as two-dimensional cut-outs, heightening 
the ambiguity about what is and is not real. 

NOTES 

1 Hans Georg Puttnies, "Einfuhrung," in Stefan Moses, De11tsche 

(Munich: Prestel Verlag, 1980), pp. 5-6. 
2 Letter to Sharon Denton, dated January 1983. 
3 Ibid. 
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